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A Boost for CoCoRaHS  -- Thanks!

FORT COLLINS, CO -- December 27, 2013

Dear CoCoRaHS rain/snow measurers, friends and family:

As we close out another year, please accept my thanks and the thanks of our whole
CoCoRaHS team for a job well done.

Together  -- equipped with nothing more than rulers, some snow boards, our plastic rain
gauges, and a lot of weather enthusiasm -- we've been able to track and colorfully map
almost every storm that developed and moved across our huge country this year.  Over
18,000 of us were out checking our rain gauges.  That's amazing.   We're a unique team,
I'm sure -- but a great one.  I appreciate you all very much and the time that you've
shared to help CoCoRaHS.

I also want to express my thanks for those who have chosen to donate financially to help
sustain the CoCoRaHS effort.  The goal of 5,000 small donations may have been
unrealistic, but we're now well over 1,000 and counting, and that's pretty neat.  Thanks
so much.

The "Five for CoCoRaHS" campaign continues through January 15th. If you would still
like to make a tax-deductible donation before the end of 2013 or to start off the new
year, just click here:

http://www.cocorahs.org/Content.aspx?page=2013yearend

or see the link to "Donate" on the CoCoRaHS website.  Let's see how close to 5,000 we
can get.
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Donations by mail?

You do not need to use the on-line donation system provided by our Colorado State
University Foundation.  You may send checks by mail. There are instructions to "print
and mail" near the bottom of the on-line forms.  Or you can simply make a check out to
"Colorado State University Foundation" with a note in the memo section saying "in
support of CoCoRaHS" and mail this to

Colorado State University Foundation
P.O. Box 1870
Fort Collins, CO 80522-1870

I'll get back to you in mid January to let you know how close we came to our goal.

Once again, thanks.  It's so much fun working (and rain gauging) with all of you.

Happy New Year!!

Sincerely,

Nolan Doesken
Colorado State University
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